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ABSTRACT 
Let S be a bounded linear transformation from a. Hilbert space B to a Hilbert 
space X. Then Su can be thought of as the solution of a linear differential equation 
with right-hand side, initial data, or boundary data u. Given the incomplete informa- 
tion Nu = v, lJul(e < 1 about the data, where N is a linear operator from B to a 
Euclidean space E,, and a linear interpolation M from E, to Z, one defines the 
optimal approximation to Su to be the point M&v) in the range of M which is the 
center of the smallest ball containing all points of the form Su with Nu = v and 
I(ulIB Q 1 and centered in M. A characterization is given for the optimal approximation 
M&(v). It is shown to be unique and, in general, nonlinear. Simpler approximations 
and relations with other concepts of optimal&y are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many linear problems of numerical analysis can be formulated in the 
following way: One is given a set of n linear data Nu = Y and a bound for the 
norm IIuJ(s of an otherwise unknown element u of a Hilbert space B. One 
wishes to find a best approximation to the element Su, where S is a bounded 
linear operator from B to another Hilbert space 2. For example, Su may be 
the solution of an ordinary or partial differential equation with right-hand 
side, initial data, or boundary data u. 
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The approximation is to involve finitely many computations. 
When Z is one-dimensional, it was observed by Golomb and the author [7] 
that the set of u in B which are compatible with the data is a hypercircle, 
which is symmetric about its center 9(v). Hence the set of possible values of 
Su is an interval centered at Sg(v). Therefore the best approximation to SU is 
Sq( v) in the sense that the maximum possible error ]sU - c( among u which 
satisfy NU = v, ]]~]]n d 1’ is minimized by c = S9( v). This best approximation 
Sq( v) depends linearly upon the data v. 
This reasoning works just as well when Z is higher-dimensional. The 
mapping from v to the optimal approximation is always the linear map Sq(v). 
(See [lo, Theorem 31.) 
When ): is infinite-dimensional, one wishes to restrict oneself to elements 
which can be defined by finitely many computations. This can be done in two 
different ways. 
Aubin [2], Babuska, Prager, and Vitasek [3], and Miranker [ll] made the 
computation finite by replacing the operator S with $8 where # is a linear 
map from Z to the Euclidean space E, (that is, a set of m linear functionals), 
and found the above optimal approximation @q(v), which is linear. The 
connection with the method of [7] was pointed out by Micchelli and Miranker 
tQ1. 
It appears more natural to me to define an interpolation operator M from 
E, to Z and to call an element M&(v) of the range of M an optimal 
approximation to Su if the maximum error 
d(a; v) 3 sup{(lSu - Ma(lz: MJ = v, lbsll d 1) 
is minimized when a = 6. We shall characterize the optimal approximation 
Mci in Section 3 and show that it is uniquely defined. 
It is interesting to know whether the optimal approximation is again 
linear. It is shown in Section 4 that in most cases Mu(v) coincides with a 
linear transformation on v when v is small, but not when v is large, Thus 
M&(v) is, in general, not linear in v. 
A somewhat coarser error bound for an approximation scheme Mu(v), 
where a(v) is any mapping from E, to E,, is given by the functional 
~b(.)] = su~{llS~ - M~(~~)~~&4l, d 1) 
= sup{d(u(v); v):3 u 3 NU = v, Ilulls Q l}. 
‘The apparently more general inequality IIujIB 6 k is easily reduced to this case, either by 
replacing u with u/k and Y with v/k or by redefining the norm on B. 
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Micchelli and Rivlin [lo] call a mapping Ma for which D[a( a)] takes on its 
minimum value an optimal recovery by a restricted algorithm. 
It is clear that the optimal approximation Mu is such a restricted 
optimal recovery, and that A&(V) is a restricted optimal recovery if and only 
if 
for all v. Thus any restricted optimal recovery d must agree with ci at those v 
at which d(ci(v), v) attains its maximum, but there is leeway in 2 at the other 
values of v. In general, i%?(v) gives a smaller error bound than W(v) for 
most values of v. 
‘It can be shown [14] that if one defines 
K=SUp 
IIWII: -:Nu=O 
IIUIIB 
and 
K*=SUp -* 
W) 
0.2) 
then for a linear map Av 
@A] > ma&K*), 
and that there is an A for which equality holds. Micchelli and Rivlin [lo, 
Theorems 1, H] have proved the inequality 
~[a(~)] 2 ma&h K*) 
for any map. Consequently, a linear map A for which 
D[A] = max(K, K*) 
provides a restricted optimal recovery MA, and 
+] = D[ci] = UM.X(K, K*). 
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The set of all linear maps ri which provide restricted optimal recoveries 
(there are, in general, many of them) was recently characterized by Davis, 
Kahan, and the author [6]. Related results have been found by M. G. Krein 
[8], Parrott [12], Arsene and Gheonda [ 11, Smul’jan and Janovskaya [13], and 
Davis [4,5]. 
Section 5 investigates some further properties of the optimal approxima- 
tion and derives some simpler approximations which are not quite optimal. 
The application of the results to the numerical solution of boundary-value 
problems is indicated in Section 6. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We wish to approximate a bounded linear operator S from a Hilbert space 
B to a Hilbert space Z in the following sense. We are given a bound 
and the set of linear equations Nu = v, where N is a bounded linear operator 
from B onto the Euclidean space E,, but no other information. We fix a linear 
injection M (an interpolation) from the Euclidean space E, to Z. We wish to 
find an element a of E, such that the maximum possible error 
d(a; v) = sup{]]Su - Ma](z: Nu = v, llolla =s 11 (2.1) 
which can be made when Su is approximated by Mu is minimized. 
In other words, we seek the ball of smallest radius which contains the set 
(Su:Nu=v, ]]u]]<l} d h an w ose center lies in the range of M. 
We must of course, require that the set of admissible u be not empty. That 
is, the linear data Nu = v and the bound ](uJ] < 1 must be compatible. This 
compatibility condition is most easily stated by noting that if 
l-Iu = u - N*(NN*) -‘NV (2.2) 
is the orthogonal projection of u onto the null space of N, then 
q(v) = u - IIu = N*(NN*) -lv (2.3) 
is the element of smallest norm in the plane (u : Nu = v}. Consequently, the 
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set of u in (2.1) is not empty if and only if 
l19(dl12 d 1. (2.4) 
This is a quadratic inequality to be satisfied by v. 
If /19(v)ll = 1, then the set of admissible u consists of the single point 9(v), 
and the optimal a is immediately found to be 
a = (M*M) 3!fM*S9(v). (2.5) 
If we define the orthogonal projection 
Pw=w-M(M*M)-'M*w (2.6) 
onto the orthogonal complement of the range of M, we see that the a defined 
by (2.5) can also be defined by the equation 
The identity 
Mu = Sq(v) - PSq(v). (2.7) 
shows that the function [d(a; v)J2 is strictly convex in a. Since it approaches 
infinity as /lull + co, d(u; v) attains its minimum at a unique point 6, and we 
shall characterize this point. 
Suppose for the moment that when a is optimal, the supremum in (2.1) is 
attained at a unique value r of u. Then the Euler equation which states that 
11% - MuI/ is a maximum among admissible u and a minimum among admissi- 
ble a gives the symmetric linear system 
(A -S*S)r + S*Mu+N*b=O, 
M*Sr-M*Mu =O, 
NT =v 2 
and, if A * 0, the condition 
llrll = 1 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
which states that the constraint ~~01~ < 1 is active. 
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The system (2.8) can be written in the form 
(AZ - rIS*PsrI)IIr = rIs*Psq( v), 
(2.10) 
(z - rl)r = q(v). 
Since IpxIl( = K, I(rIs*Psn(l 6 K~. Therefore when x > ~~ the operator in 
(2.10) is invertible, so that the system (2.8) is uniquely solvable. We denote 
the solution by {r(X, v), a(X, v), b(X, v)}. This solution is clearly linear in v 
and analytic in h for x > K~. 
The following lemma describes the behavior of (2.8) when h >, K~. 
f.,EMMA 2.1. The norm Ilr(X, v)ll of the soh&ms of (2.8) for x > K2 is 
nonincreasing in iI. The system (2.8) for A= ~~ has a so&on if and only if 
III-( A, v)ll is unifmly bounded for A > K~. Zf this is the case, then as X 
decreases to K~, the family (r(X, v), a(X, v), b(X, v)} converges strongly to 
that solution { r( ICY, v), a( K2, v), b( K~, v)} for which llrjl has the smallest ualue. 
Proof. We choose A, > A, > u2, subtract the first equation of (2.8) for 
X = A, from that for A,, and take the scalar product with r(X,, v) - r(X,, v) 
to find that 
m, - A,)( Il4h a2 - lW2, VII”) 
++(A, + A,)ll4& 4 - TV29 VII2 
- lIS[r(&, v> - r(A,, v>]ll” +lIM[a(& v) - 4X2, v)1112 = 0. 
(2.11) 
Since :(A, + A,) > K~, we conclude that 
IlfO,, 4112 g IW2, 4112 for A, > A, > K2. (2.12) 
Therefore, as X L K~, Ilr(X, v)ll either goes to + cc or remains bounded. 
In the latter case, there is a sequence A, decreasing to ~~ such that the 
sequence {r(X,, v), a($,, v), b(X,, v)} converges weakly to a solution of (2.8) 
with h = K~, which we denote by (r(rc2, v), a(K2, v), b(~~, v)}. 
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The derivation of (2.12) is still valid when As = K~. Thus llr(~~, v)ll>, 
limllr( X, v)ll, which implies that the convergence is strong, and that 
(2.13) 
The inequality (2.12) with x2 = ~~ still applies when r( K~, v) is replaced 
by any solution of (2.8) with x = K 2. Consequently the limit solution 
{r(~~, v), a(~~, v), b(~~, v)} is the solution of (2.8) with h = ~~ which has the 
smallest value of Ilrll. This solution is unique even if (2.8) has other solu- 
tions. Hence the whole family {r(X, v), a(X, v), b(X, v)} converges to 
{T(K~, v), u(K~, v), b(K2, v)} as x decreases t0 K2. 
The inequality (2.12) with X2 = ~~ and r(h,, V) replaced by any solution 
of (2.8) also shows that if there is a solution of (2.8), then Ilr(h, v)ll for X > ~~ 
is bounded. Thus the lemma is proved. ??
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We are now ready to state and prove our principal result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that [lq( v)ll < 1 ad let K be the norm of the 
restriction of S to the null space of N. 
Zf the system 
K21’ - S*Sr + S*Mu + N*b = 0, 
M*Sr- M*Mu = 0, (3.1) 
NT =V 
has a solution with jlrll Q 1, define h(v) = K~. If this system has no solution 
with [[r/l Q 1, then there is a unique value h(v) of A > ~~ such that the 
solution of the system (2.8) satisfies llr(A(v), v)/ = 1. 
In either case the optimal approximation is given by ci( v) = u(A(v), v), 
where { r( A, v), a( A, v), b( A, v)} is the solution of (2.8), and the corresponding 
optimal error bound is 
d(u(A(v), v); v) = h(v)+v,b(X(v)). (3.2) 
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Proof. Suppose that for some A > u2 a solution (r, a, b} of the first and 
third equations in (2.8) has llrll = 1. Then if NV = v we have 
IlSv - a4ul12= IlS(v - r)l12+2(S(v - T), sr - A!fu)+llsr - Mull2 
< rc211v - r(12 +2(v - r, hr + N*b)+llSr - Mull2 
< qv - rl12+2X(v - r,r)+lpr - Mull2 
= X(llvl12 - l)+I(sr - Mulls. 
We see that the maximum of this expression on the set { v : NV = v, 11 v I ( d l} is 
attained at v = r, so that if d(u) is defined by (2.1), 
d(u; v) = II!3 - Mul(. (3.3) 
Suppose first that for some admissible v the system (3.1) has a solution 
(r(K2, r), a(K2, r), b(K2, V)) with 11 ( r K~, v)II < 1. Also suppose that K2 is the 
largest eigenvalue of the projection IIS*SII of S*S on the null space of N. 
Then there is a solution {+, 6} of the eigenvalue equation 
K2?-s*%+ N*6=0, 
Ni? = 0, 
with ?*O. For any COnStant a, (r(~~,v)+a~,u(~~,v),b(~~,v)+a~} is a 
solution of the first and third equations of (2.8). If llr(~~, v)ll < 1, the 
quadratic equation 
l(r(K2, V)+ cYil[2 = 1 
has two solutions (Y, and a_ with (Y+(Y_ ~0. If llr(~~, v)ll =l, we set 
(y+ =(Y_ =o. 
The formula (3.3) now shows that 
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Moreover, for any m-vector c 
= d(U(K2, ~))~+2a,(s~,Mc)+~~McJ/~ 
because of the second equation in (2.8). Because (Y + (Y _ < 0, at least one of the 
quantities a,(!$, MC) is nonnegative, so that d(a(~~, v)+ c)> &a(~~, v)) for 
c * 0. We conclude that when llr(~~, v)II < 1, the vector a(~~, Y) gives the 
optimal approximation, as the theorem states. 
We take the scalar product of r + 2a k r with the first equation of (3.1) to 
find the corresponding optimal error bound 
which is (3.2) for this case. 
If S*S is not compact, ~~ may not be an eigenvalue. In this case for each 
S > 0 there are elements ?a and 6, such that 
Computations like the above show that 
and 
d(u + c)” a IlS(r + a* (6)&) - Mu(~~+IJMcII~. 
By letting 6 -0, we again find that a(~~, V) is optimal and that the error 
bound (3.2) is valid. 
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The above arguments with (3.1) replaced by (2.Q K’ by h > x2, and (Y * 
by 0 show that if Ilr( X, v)ll = 1, then the optimal approximation is given by 
a@, v) and the optimal error is given by (3.2). 
It remains to be shown that there is exactly one such A if either (3.1) has 
no solution or l(r(~~, v)ll> 1. Ry Lemma 2.1 this condition is equivalent to the 
condition llr(a2 +0, v)ll> K. 
In terms of the projections II and P defined by (2.2) and (2.6), respec- 
tively, the system (2.8) can be written as 
xnr - rIS*PSl-Ir = rIs*Psq(v). (3.4) 
Clearly IlIIr(l approaches zero as A increases to infinity. Since llrl12 = III&II2 + 
~~9(~)~~~, it follows that 
Thus if llr(K2 + 0, v)ll> 1, continuity shows that there is at least one value of 
A < ~~ for which Ilr(h, v)ll = 1, so that a(& v) is optimal. 
To prove that this value of h is unique, we recall that I( r( X, v)ll is 
nonincreasing by (2.12), which follows from (2.11). We see from (2.11) that 
equality for some X, > h, holds if and only if r(X,, v)= r(X,, v) and a(h,, v) 
= a( h,, v). The difference of the equations for X = hi and X = h, then shows 
that r(X,, v) = r(h2, v)= 9(v). Then S*pSg(v) lies in the range of N*, and it 
follows that r(X, v)= 9(v) for ah h. In particular, llr(rc2, v)ll= Il9(v)ll< 1. We 
conclude that if llr(rc2 +0, v)ll > 1, then Ilr(X, v)ll is strictly increasing, so that 
the value of A where Ilr(h, v)ll = 1 is unique. We call this value X(v). 
We have shown that when I( r( K2, v)ll > 1, the optimal approximation is 
again given by u(X(v), v) and the optimal error bound by (3.2). Thus 
Theorem 3.1 is proved. ??
4. PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL APPROXIMATION OPERATOR 
In this section we examine the question of whether the optimal approxi- 
mation a(v) is given by a linear transformation on the data. When llr(K2, v)ll 
< 1, a is given by solving (3.1), so that it does depend linearly on v. 
On the other hand, when llr(a2, v]l > 1, a(v)= u(X(v), v)). Since X(v) 
depends upon v, one cannot always expect this c2 to be a linear function of v. 
However, the following example shows that the optimal approximation a(v) 
= u(A(v), v) may be linear in v for all v even though X(v) varies. We present 
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an extreme case where h(v) > ~~ for all v * 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. If 
s=(; ;), M=(Y), N=(O 11, 
we find that K = 1, and the solution of (2.8) is 
so that 
h(v) = 1+2)v,l(l- v1”) -1’2. 
Note that a(h, v) does not depend on X in this example. Hence 6 = 3v,, 
which is linear in vi for all admissible vi (that is, for lvil d l), even though 
X(v) varies with vi, This states that Su is to be approximated by 
3MNu=(; ;)(z$ 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
optimal approximation C?(V) to be linear for all admissible v. We recall the 
definitions (2.2) and (2.6) of the projections II onto the nub space of N and P 
onto the orthogonal complement of the range of M. 
THEOREM 4.1. The mapping v + h(v) to the optimal approximutiun is 
linear if and only if there is a linear subspace J of the null space of N which 
is invariant under the operator S*PS and which contain the range of IIS*M. 
Proof Suppose that 
6(v) = Lv 
where L is a linear transformation. If r(& v) f q(v) for some h 2 K~, then 
X = X(v/k) if we define k = Ilr(A, v)ll. Since ci(v/k)= a(A(v/k), v/k)= 
a(A, v)/k, we have 
a(A, v) = Lv. 
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To evaluate Lv we recall the second equation of (2.8) and the fact that 
r(co, v)= q(v)=(Z - II)r(A, v). 
Thus we find that M*Ma(X, v) = M*Sq(v), so that 
M*SIIr(X, v) = 0. (4.1) 
If r(A, v) = 9(v), this equation is still valid. Thus the linearity of (i(v) implies 
(4.1). Conversely, if (4.1) is valid, 
h(v)=(M*M)-‘M*Sq(v), (4.2) 
which is linear in v. 
We write the first two equations of (2.8) in the form XT - S*PSr = - N*b 
to see that (4.1) is equivalent to 
M*SII(XZ - S*PS) - ‘N*b = 0. 
If one prescribes b and solves the first two equations of (2.8), the third 
equation determines v. Therefore the mapping v + b( A, v) is onto E,. Conse 
quently, ci(v, k) is linear if and only if 
M*SII( AZ - S*PS) - ‘N* = 0 for A> K*2. (4.3) 
We take the adjoint of this equation and expand the inverse in a power 
series in A- ’ to obtain the statement of the theorem. ??
The infinite set of equations N(S*PS)‘IIS*M = 0, 2 = 1,2,. . . , which is 
equivalent to the existence of J, is not likely to be satisfied. 
There are some simpler sufficient conditions. For example, the condition 
NS*PSII = 0, which states that the null space of N is an invariant subspace of 
S*PS, is equivalent to r(X, v) = 9(v) for all v. 
The condition PSIlS*M = 0, which states that the range of M is an 
invariant set of SIB*, is satisfied when the interpolating functions mi are 
eigenvectors of SIB*. This condition is satisfied in Example 4.1, in which the 
single interpolating vector lies in the null space of SlIS*. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that ci( k, v) is usually not linear in v for all admis- 
sible v. 
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On the other hand, as long as llr(~~~, v)ll< 1 the mapping Y --) 4~) agrees 
with the linear transformation a(K2, v). Thus 
(i(V) = U(K2, V) for vEQ~{v:l(r(~~,v)llgl}. 
We see from (3.4) that the set Q is a neighborhood of the origin if and 
only if the operator 
(AZ - rIs*PsrI) - ‘IIs*PsN* (4.4) 
remains bounded as h decreases to K~. This is certainly true if X is in the 
resolvent set of IIS*PSII. If S is compact, it is sufficient to assume that the 
nub space of K~I- IIS*PSII is contained in the null space of K~Z- S*PS. 
The set of vectors b on which the operator (4.4) remains bounded as 
A \ ~~ is a linear space. Hence if the operator (4.4) is unbounded, the set of Y 
such that h(v) > ~~ is dense. Consequently, in this case B is linear for IYJ small 
only if the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are valid. We have proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. The optimal approximation operator v --, d(v) coincides 
with a linear operator, numely (4.2), f or a 11 v in a neighborhood of the origin 
if and only if either the operator (4.4) is unifmly boufuled for A > ~~ or the 
conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. 
5. ERROR BOUNDS FOR NONOPTIMAL APPROXIMATIONS 
In the derivation of (3.3) we have used the assumption that llrjl= 1. If we 
drop this assumption, we obtain the inequality 
d(a(X, v))” d (1% - Mall2 + X(1 - llrl12) (5.1) 
when {r, a, b) satisfies the first and third equations of (2.8). Equality holds if 
and only if llrll= 1, but the error bound is valid more generally. If one 
assumes that the second equation of (2.8) is also satisfied, one obtains, as in 
the derivation of (3.2), 
(5.2) 
for any v and h > K~. 
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If we use the first equation of (2.8) and its derivative, we find that 
&LA + v*b(X, v)] = 1- jlr(A, V)\I”. 
Thus the right-hand side of (5.2) increases for X > X(V) and decreases for 
X < X(V). Its minimum thus occurs, as it should, at the optimal value X(V) 
where the inequality also becomes an equality. 
This suggests a good strategy to use if K is not known, but one has an 
upper bound K’ for it: If I(?-(K’~, v)II < 1, use the approximation a(~‘~, v). 
Otherwise find A( V) > K’~ and use the optimal approximation a( A( v), v). 
Because kf*(Sr(X, V) - A&(& v)) = 0, we see that if K* is the norm (1.2) 
of the restriction of S* to the null space of M*, 
11%. - Mull2 >, K*-21(S*(% - Mu)112 
= K*-2(Ih + N*b(12 
= K*-2[A2j1r112 +2+*b)+l(N*b(12. 
In deriving (5.2) we used the identity 
11%. - Mull2 = h)Jrl12 + v'b. 
Substituting this in (5.3), we see that 
v-b< - 2x t K*2 [x(x - ~*2)llrl12 +lI~*bl12] 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
provided 2x > K *2. We now see from (5.2) that 
where 
d(u(X, v); v)2 < x for X >/EL2 
j.k = IWX{K, K*}. (5.5) 
In particular, we have the bound 
d( a(p2, v); v) Q p. (5.8) 
This is the best bound which can be found by choosing an a which depends 
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linearly on V. (Note that /A is a fixed number.) The transformation Y + 
Mu($, Y) is, in fact, the center of the set of optimal operators of this kind 
obtained by Davis, Kahan, and the author [6]. 
We see from (5.4) that the error bound 
(5.7) 
for approximation by the linear operator a(~~, Y) which comes from (5.2), is 
never worse that (5.6). It is, in fact, better unless K* > K and Y = NS*w for 
some eigenvector w corresponding to the eigenvalue Key of the orthogonal 
projection of SS* onto the null space of M*. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall indicate how our results can be used to approxi- 
mate the solution of boundary-value problems. 
Consider the problem 
Lw= -w”+q(X)W=u in (0, l), 
w(0) = w(1) = 0, 
(6.1) 
where 9 is a given bounded nonnegative function, and define the solution 
operator 
su=w. (6.2) 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that U(O) = u(l) = 0, and we suppose 
that we are given the values ~(5,) at 0 < [i < (a < - - . < &, < 1, and a bound 
J 
1 
uf2dx < 1. 
0 
We define the Hilbert space B to be the closure of the set 
( 0 E c’: u(o) = u(l) = 0, jitf2dx < w) 
0 
in the norm 
732 
Then 
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N*b = f: G(x, t,)bs, 
s-l 
where 
We shall give two examples of approximation in different spaces Z. 
l!bmh.w~~ 6.1. Let 2 be the closure of the set 
in the norm 
We choose m interpolating functions wl,. . . , w,,, which vanish at 0 and 1 
and such that WI’ is square integrable. For example, we may choose splines 
which are C’ and piecewise C2. 
We observe that 
(su, h), = pmx = (u, S*h), = -jolu(S*h)“dx. 
Thus S*h is the solution of the problem 
- (S*h)” = Lb, 
s*/&(o) = S*h(l) = 0. 
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We note that when No = 0, 
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where 
(We have put &, = 0 and &,+ i = 1.) Equality holds when u is sin[a(x - 
E,)/(E,+i - 5Jl on the longest interval and zero elsewhere, so that this K is 
the norm of S on the null space of N. 
We differentiate the first equation of (2.8) twice to obtain the differential 
equation 
AT” + r = LMa - (N*b)“. (6.3) 
If we consider this equation on the whole interval (O,l), we must treat 
(N*b)” as a distribution. More importantly, the inverse of the differential 
operator on the left has poles at X = l/p2r2 for p = 1,2,. . . , and some of 
these points lie above K~. Consequently we prefer to use the equation NT = v 
and to solve the equation (6.3) in each interval (.$,, &+i). Since (N*b)” = 0 in 
these intervals, we find that 
5 8+1-X x - 5s v sin- + v,+isin ~ s 
r(x)= Jr; 
t - 5, 
sin S+k 
where 
i 
cos x + Y - r* - Es+ 1 
Js; 
_ cos lx - Yl - ‘&+1+ Es 
ux, Y> = fi 
5 
1. 
2Jisin ‘+l 
;” 
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The second equation in (2.8) becomes 
$[r(a-)-~Lm,(r)~~]Lmj(r)dr=O for j=l ,...,m. 
We substitute (6.4) to obtain m equations for the m-vector a. 
The solution (6.4) is well defined for h > K~. When x = ~~ we must adjoin 
the orthogonal&y condition 
on each interval of longest length. A linear combination of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to these longest intervals is added to the resulting limit as 
x --, ~~ in (6.4) so that one still has a square matrix to invert. 
E~MMPLE 6.2. We now suppose that 4 E C’ and let Z be closure of 
( w: w E c3, w(0) = w(l) = Lw(0) = Lw(1) = 0, QLw)%Zx < a) 
in the norm 
Then S is an isometry from B to Z, so that S*S = 1. Hence Sh = Lh and 
K = K* = 1. 
We take interpolating functions mi which are in C2 with mi = m;’ = 0 at 
the ends. If splines are used, care must be taken to satisfy this boundary 
condition. The first equation in (2.8) becomes 
(A-l)r+LMa+N*b=o. (6.5) 
If we take X = ~~ = 1, and assume that the functions Lm, and nl are 
linearly independent, this equation states that a = b = 0. The other two 
equations then are 
M*Sr =i 0, 
NT = v. 
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The solution of this system with the smallest value of 11r11 is obtained by taking 
r of the form 
r = S*Ma’+ N*b’. 
The first of the equations then states that Ma’ = - (I - P)SN*b’, so that 
r = S*PSN*b’. The second equation becomes 
NS*PSN*b’ = v, 
and llr(K2, v)f = b’. NS*PSN*b’. 
Whether this is larger or smaller than 1 depends on the interpolating 
functions m, . If all the functions Lm, vanish at the points .& , then NS* P = NS*, 
so that N*Nb’= v, and r = g(v). In this case 11r(K2, v)ll = Il9(v)ll< 1, so that 
the optimal approximation is a = 0 with the trivial optimal error bound 
llsu112 < 1. 
On the other hand, if the functions u+ are chosen so that each component 
G([,, x) of N* is so well approximated by a vector of the form LMc that 
IIpsN*Il < IVI, 
then by Schwarz’s inequality 
lv12 = v. NS*PSN*b 
6 II~N*~llll~lI 
That is, /r(K2, v)ll > 1. In this case, then, one obtains a better bound by taking 
h > 1. 
When A > 1, we solve (6.5) for r and substitute in the second equation to 
find that 
r = - iS*(Z - P)SN*b - c& S*PSN*b 
so that the conditions Nr = v and II r )I = 1 become 
[(A-l)NS*(Z-P)SN*+hNS*PSN*]b= -A@--l)v, 
b . [(A - 1)2NS*( Z - P)SN* + A2NS*Z’SN*] b = A”( A - 1)2. 
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The above examples can be carried over to higher dimensions. In order to 
keep the pointwise evaluation operator N bounded, one must use a norm with 
higher derivatives in B. 
If one wishes to use a norm with derivatives higher than one in Z, one 
must find elements m, which satisfy Lw, = 0 as well as wi = 0 on the 
boundary, which is usuahy difficult. 
Note added in proofi Gene Golub has observed that because of (3.4) the 
element sr(X( v), V) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is an extremum of the 
nonhomogeneous quadratic functional ]]PSv + PS9( v)Jl’ for u on the ball 
]]u]]~ = 1- ]]9(v)]12 in the null space of N when X(V)> K’. Such extremum 
problems have been treated by G. E. Forsythe and G. H. Golub [SIAM J. 
13:1050-1068 (1965)] and by W. Gander [Numer. Math. 36:291-307(1981)]. 
When A(V) = u2 and ]]PSlr]] > K, the elements ITT + (Y* P are not extrema of 
this problem. 
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